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1. INTRODUCTION AND THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let G be a connected reductive group, defined over the finite field [F,, 
with corresponding Frobenius map F. We want to study properties of 
I-blocks and I-modular Brauer characters of the finite group of fixed points 
GF, where I is a prime not dividing q. There is a natural bijection 
{(T, 0)) mod GF-conjugacyo {(T*, s)> mod G*F-conjugacy, (1.1) 
where T (resp. T*) runs over the F-stable maximal tori of G (resp. G*), 8 
is an irreducible character of TF, and s is an element of T*? If (T, 6) and 
(T*, s) correspond in this way, we also denote the generalized 
Deligne-Lusztig character R’;to by R&(s). For semisimple SE G*“, let 
&‘(GF, s) be the corresponding rational class of characters, i.e., the set of all 
irreducible characters of GF appearing with non-zero multiplicity in R:,(S), 
for some T*. It only depends on the G*F-conjugacy class of s. M. BrouC 
and J. Michel have shown in [2] that, given a semisimple element s E G *F 
of order prime to 1, the set 
J,(G”, s) = u Q(GF, st), 
If cc*(s): 
where ( ), denotes the set of Z-elements, is a union of I-blocks of CF. In 
general, it is not known in which way such a union splits up into l-blocks. 
However, P. Fong and B. Srinivasan have given an explicit description of 
I-blocks of classical groups in [S, 61, using the description of all irreducible 
characters of these groups in terms of partitions and symbols. Then K. D. 
Schewe showed in [12] how the I-blocks of exceptional groups can be 
described using properties of the operation of twisted induction from a 
regular subgroup. But his proofs involve a lot of case-by-case analysis and 
depend on the explicit knowledge of the decomposition of generalized 
Deligne-Lusztig characters into irreducible characters. 
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It is the purpose of this paper to describe in a special situation the 
I-blocks of maximal defect contained in any G;(Gq s) by using only general 
methods from block theory and representation theory of finite groups of Lie 
type. Furthermore we will discuss a question on character degrees related 
to Brauer’s height 0 conjecture. Throughout this paper, the following 
assumptions will be in force: 
(1.2) Let D be an I-Sylow subgroup of CF. By [13, E II 5.193, D 
normalizes some F-stable maximal torus T. The Frobenius map F acts as 
multiplication by q times a map F,, of finite order on the character group 
X,, of a maximally split torus (see [3, p. 351). We assume that I is good 
for G, and that 1 divides neither the order of W(T)F nor the order of FO. 
In particular, D s TF and D is abelian. 
(1.3) The centre of G is connected, 
We should remark that (1.3) is not an essential condition (see the note at 
the end of Section 3). We can now state the main results of this paper. 
THEOREM 1.4. Assume that q is large enough among all prime powers 
with a fixed multiplicative order module 1 (this will be specified later). Let 93 
be any l-block of CF. Then all irreducible (ordinary) characters in a have 
height 0. 
Let T* be an F-stable maximal torus of G* dual to T, and write 
T* F = D’ x S’ with an I-Sylow subgroup D’ of GeF and an I’-group s’ (note 
that lGFl = IG*FI and lTFl = IT*FI). For SES define 
gs := (1~ Irr(GF) I (R&St), x) #O for some tE D’}. 
THEOREM 1.5. Assume that there exists a regular element d,E D (i.e., 
C&d,,) = T). Then the sets 9JSB,, where s runs over the elements in S’ modulo 
G*F-conjugacy, are precisely the l-blocks of GF with defect group D. Every 
ordinary irreducible character in gS has height 0. The linear character 6 of 
TF dual to s is the canonical character of a Brauer correspondent of the block 
Bs in TF = Cop(D). 
We should remark that the condition on D is essential: Take, for exam- 
ple, GF= GL,(q) and let I # 3 be a prime dividing q* + q + 1. Then it is not 
difficult to check that even Co(D) is not a maximal torus. Furthermore, the 
trivial character and the Steinberg character of GF don’t lie in the same 
I-block (see [5]), but they both appear as constituents of R,, . 
Let us discuss some applications of Theorem 1.5. Fix SE S’. By [7, 
Theorem 5.11 we know that the restrictions to the I-regular classes of the 
characters in &‘(GF, s) form a basic set of Brauer characters of &,(GF, s). 
Since gs is contained in G;(GF, s), we conclude: 
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COROLLARY 1.6. The restrictions of the irreducible characters appeuring 
with non-zero multiplicity in R&) to the l-regular conjugacy classes of G” 
form a basic set of Brauer characters of S$. In particular, the number of 
irreducible Brauer characters in $+YS equals the number of irreducible 
constituents of R”(s). 
The rational class &‘(G”, s) (s E S’) of characters has two distinguished 
members, the semisimple character and the regular character. Similarly, the 
block containing the semisimple (resp. regular) character is called the 
semisimple (resp. regular) block in the rational class &,(G’, s) of blocks of 
GF (see [9]). Both the semisimple and the regular character in B”(GF, s) 
appear as constituents of RT*(s). Therefore Theorem 1.5 implies: 
COROLLARY 1.7. The semis~mple and the regular block in &i(GF, s) coin- 
cide. In fact, they are both equal to gS. 
Finally, consider the special case I] q - 1. Using the order formula for GF 
in [3, p. 741 we conclude from our assumptions that D is contained in a 
maximally split torus To of G which lies in an F-stable Bore1 subgroup B 
of G. But then we have R, e = tJ$, by [3, Proposition 7.2.43. Applying 
this to the special case 6’ = 1 TV we obtain: 
COROLLARY 1.8. If 11 q - 1, then the restrictions to the l-regular classes 
of the irreducible constituents of 1:: form a basic set of Brauer characters of 
the principal l-block of CF. 
2. DEGREE AND ORDER POLYNOMIALS 
In this section we shall make more precise what it means that certain 
properties of GF, like the classification and the degrees of unipotent charac- 
ters, are “independent of q.” Let v/ = (X0, Qt, YO, Q, ” ) be the root datum of 
G (see [3, Sect. 1.9]), and F0 be the map of finite order as in (1.2). For the 
rest of this section, let us forget the particular prime power q and the par- 
ticular group G, and keep only Y and F,. Then, for any prime power q, 
there exists a connected reductive group G (unique up to isomorphism), 
defined over I,, with root datum Y, and associated Frobenius map F 
acting as q times F0 on X0. We say that G is a group of type (Y, lcO, q). 
(2.1) By [3, Sect. 2.91, there exists an integer N> 0 and a manic 
polynomial d(X) E Z[X] such that, for any prime power q and any G of 
type (Y, F,,, q), the order of GF is given by 
[G”[ =qN.d(q). 
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Furthermore, the polynomial d(X) has a factorization into cyclotomic 
polynomials 
(d,(X) has the primitive eth roots of unity as zeroes.) 
(2.2) The map F,, induces a permutation of the simple roots in @, 
and hence an automorphism p of W. Let wl, . . . . w, be representatives of the 
p-conjugacy classes of W. By [3, Proposition 3.3.51, there exist manic 
polynomials f,(X) E Z[X] with f,(O) # 0 such that, for any prime power q 
and G of type (Y, F,,q), the order of a maximal torus Ti of G obtained by 
twisting a maximally split torus of G with wi is given by 
Since IT’1 divides lGFl it follows that d(q)lf,(q) E Z, and this is true for all 
prime powers q. A general argument (divide d(X) by f,(X) leaving remain- 
der) implies that f,(X) divides d(X). So there exist sii 6 rj and a polynomial 
L(X) E Z[X] such that 
(2.3) By [lo, (4.23)], there exist a finite set ,4 and integers nn i 
(1 < i ,< n, il E A) such that, for any prime power q and G of type (Y, F,, q), 
there is a bijection, AHX~, from /i onto the set of unipotent characters of 
GF, and the multiplicity of x1 in the generalized Deligne-Lusztig character 
RF,,1 is given by nl, i. 
(2.4) For each LEA, there exists a manic polynomial ~,(X)E Z[X] 
and an integer c1 2 1 divisible by bad primes only such that, for any prime 
power q and G of type (Y, F,, q), the degree of the unipotent character xn 
of GF is given by 
(see [ 10, Sect. 4.261.) Since xn( 1) divides IGFI, it follows again that there 
exist t,, j < rj and M, <N such that 
Now we can prove the key result of this paper. 
481/151/l-13 
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THEOREM 2.5. Let A E A and 1 <j < n. 
(i) (Boyce [l]) IfnA,i#O, then dA(X) divides X”flj(X). 
(ii) The #,(X)-part of d,(X) is the common 4,(X)-part of all A(X), 
where n,, j # 0. 
ProoJ Let q be a prime power and G be of type (Y, F,, q). Then we 
can write x1 = Cy=, a,RFi,, +f, where ai E Q andfis a class function on GF 
orthogonal to all uniform functions. Using (2.3) and [3, Theorem 7.3.4, 
Proposition 3.3.61 we get nA,i= (RFi,,, ~1) = ail W(7’,)FI = ailCw,p(W,)l. Let 
s E GF be semisimple. Then f(s) = 0, and we obtain 
(i) Now assume that q is large enough so that there exists a regular 
element s E 2”’ (i.e., C,(s) = 7”). This is possible by [3, Lemma 8.4.21. The 
formula [3, Proposition 7.531 then implies that 
if i=j 
if i#j. 
SO we get ~~(s)=n>.,j. By [S, (2.14)], 
CC” : Cd~)l XA(S) = CGF : TjFl n,,j = @‘J(q) nA,jc, 
Xi(l) Xi.(l) d>.(q) 
is a rational integer. Since this is true for infinitely many prime powers q, 
the same argument as in (2.2) (dividing polynomials leaving remainder) 
shows that d,(X) divides XN&(X). 
(ii) Using [3, Theorem 7.51, Proposition 7.5.21, we have R:<,,(l) = 
det(wi)~(q), for all 1 6 i < n. So we obtain 
Since this is true for infinitely many prime powers q, we get a polynomial 
identity 
This shows that the 4,(X)-part of d,(X) is at least as big as the common 
+,(X)-part of all the x(X), where n,i # 0. On the other hand, by (i), the 
am-part of d,(X) divides the I,(X)-part of all&(X), where n),,i#O. 1 
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3. SOME ARITHMETICAL RESULTS ABOUT q AND 1, 
AND THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.4 
Let us return to the set-up of Section 1. So, we fix a prime power q, a 
group G of type (!& F,, q) such that the centre of G is connected, and a 
prime 1 not dividing q satisfying (1.2). If 1 does not divide the order of Gq 
we have nothing to prove at all. So, from now on we shall assume that 1 
divides IGF\. Then 1 divides at least one factor in the order formula (2.1) 
for IGFI. Furthermore, the maximal torus Tin (1.2) is GF-conjugate to one 
of the n maximal tori in (2.2). We choose notation so that 
11 de,(q) and T= T,. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. For all j > 1 we have that 1 does not divide de,(q), i.e. 
4,,(q) is the only cyclotomic polynomial in the order formula for lGFl 
divisible by 1. 
Proof: At first observe that, if 1 divides d=,(q), then 4, (X) divides fr(X) 
since the 1-Sylow subgroup D of GF is contained in Tt The torus T, is 
obtained from a maximally split torus T,, by twisting with wr E W. By [3, 
Proposition 3.3.51, the degree polynomial fr(X) is the characteristic poly- 
nomial of F; ’ 0 w, on Y, @ R, which has finite order, m say. So f,(X) is a 
product of powers of cyclotomic polynomials d,(X) with elm. Now 
F;’ 0 wr acts on Y,, 0 R in the same way as F(w,) 0 F; ‘. It follows that 
(F;‘w) ““‘=F(w,)F~(w,)~..:F’~~‘--I (w,) w1 =: XE W. Furthermore, we 
observe that (w~x-‘w;~) w,F(w,xw;‘)= wr, so x is conjugate to an ele- 
ment in the F-centralizer C,,(w,) f o w1 in W. By [3, Proposition 3.3.61, 
we have W(T)F~ C,,,(w,). So m divides I W(T)FI . lF,I. Now we can write 
qm - 1 = n,,,d,(q). Formal derivation with respect to q gives 
w m- l= 1 4x4) n dd(4). 
elm C#d(Pl 
Assume, if possible, that 1 divides de(q) and $e,(q), where e, e’ I m and e # e’. 
Then every summand on the right hand side of the above formula is 
divisible by 1, hence llm, contradicting assumption (1.2). So 4e,(q) is 
the only cyclotomic factor in the order formula for lGFl which is divisible 
by 1. I 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The multiplicative order of q modulo 1 is e,. 
Proof Let e be this order. Then I) be(q) and e I e, , since 11 de,(q). If we 
can show that de(q) is a factor in the order formula (2.1) for GF, then 
Proposition 3.1 implies that e = e,. 
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Assume at first that G is simple and GF# 3D4(q3). Looking through the 
formulae in [3, p. 75 3 we see that IGFI is qN times a product of terms of 
the form q” _f. 1. If 4,,(q) divides qm - 1, then de(q) also divides qm - 1, and 
we are done. If de,(q) divides qm+ 1, then llq’“-- 1 = (qm- l)(q”+ 1). 
Suppose 1) q” - 1. Then ll(qm+ l)-(q”- 1)=2, i.e., 1=2. Hence IJq- 1. 
But q - 1 divides lGFl in any case, so e = e, = 1. If 1 does not divide q” - 1, 
then e cannot divide m. Now qm + 1 is the product of all 4,,,,(q) such that 
m’ divides 2m, but m’ does not divide m. It follows that Q=(q) divides 
qm + 1, and we are done. 
Now let GF= 3D,(q3). Here we have a factor d12(q), but no factor 4,(q). 
So we must exclude the possibility that 1 divides +4,,(q) and e =4. But 
Q1Jq) = q* + 1, and Gus - (q* - 2) am = 3. So, if I divides both +&q) 
and #4(q), then I= 3. But then t( q + 1, hence q4 - q* + 1~ 1 modulo 1, a 
contradiction. This completes the proof for the case of simple groups G. 
If G is arbitrary, then write G = G’Z’, where G’ is the derived subgroup 
and 2 is the centre of G. The formula in [3, p. 743 shows that 
JGFI = I(Z”)FI IG’FI. The Weyl group W of G is a direct product 
w=w,x IIa x W,, where the Wi are minimal F-stable Weyl subgroups of 
W. Each Wi is a direct product of irreducible Weyl groups which are per- 
muted cyclicly by F. It follows that the term C,, wFq’(w) may be factorized 
as flf= , C,,, w<q’(wi’. If Wi = Wi, x . + . x Wikr, then Wr s WC”. SO we have 
We have already shown that our assertion is true for each such term, so the 
result follows for GF as well. 4 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let x be any irreducible character of GF. Then the 
l-part of x( 1) is given by 
X(l),=min([GF: Tr], 1 (R7,,+ ~)#Oforsome8,). 
In particular, I does not divide x( 1 ), if x appears with non-zero multiplicity 
in &.,, for some 0. 
ProofI (a) Assume at first that x = x ;. (a E A) is a unipotent character. 
By Theorem 2S(ii), the 4,,(X)-part of d,(X) is the common #,,(X)-part of 
all thefi(X), where nL, i # 0. The assertion now follows from Proposition 3.1 
and the fact that I does not divide ci. 
(b) Note the following fact about unipotent characters. By applying 
[ 11, Proposition 5.1 f to the unipotent characters, we obtain a bijection 
11/: &(GF, 1) -+ c$‘(G*~, 1) such that (RF,{ 1 f, x) = (RFT( I), $(x)), for all 
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x E b(GF, 1) and all F-stable maximal tori Ti of G with corresponding dual 
tori Ttin G*. So, for the classification of unipotent characters, it does not 
matter whether we work in GF or in G*‘. 
(c) Now let x be arbitrary. Then x lies in some b(GF, s), for s E G*F 
semisimple. Denote H := C,*(s). This is a connected reductive group over 
IF,. Since T* E H, we may identify T with an F-stable maximal torus of H*. 
Furthermore, the Weyl group W, of H* may be identified with a subgroup 
of W. Therefore, assumption (1.2) holds in H*F as well. By the Jordan 
decomposition of characters (see [3, Sect. 12.9]), there is a bijective corre- 
spondence from b(GF, s) to b(H*F, l), XH xU, such that (R:.(S), x) = 
(.zG.zHR$ (1 ), x,), for any F-stable maximal torus Ti with dual torus TF 
contained in H. So xU appears with non-zero multiplicity in R$ (l), if and 
only if x appears with non-zero multiplicity in RF:(s). Now we have 
x(l)= CG *F: HF],,x,(l) (see [3, Sect. 12.91). So 
x(l),= CG *F: HFl,xu(l),. 
The result then follows from part (a) applied to xU. 1 
Remark 3.4. We will now specify what we mean by saying: “q is large 
among all prime powers with multiplicative order e, modulo 1.” The 
multiplicative order of q modulo 1 is e,, by Proposition 3.2. In particular, 
I and e, are coprime. It follows that the order of q’ modulo I is e,, too. 
So I divides #e,(q’). On the other hand, (4’)” - 1= (q”)‘-- 1 = 
(4” - l)((q’l)‘- 1+ . . . + gel + l), and 1 divides the second factor. It follows 
that the I-part of de,(q’) is strictly larger than the I-part of d=,(q). So, by 
enlarging m and replacing q by qp”, we can make the I-part in $e,(q) as 
large as we want. Furthermore, assumptions (1.2) and (1.3) are still valid 
with G replaced by a group of type (Y, FO, qF). 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let g be any f-block of GF and 
P c D be a defect group of A?. The centralizer H := C,(P) is a closed sub- 
group of G containing T. It follows that N,(P) E N,(H) E H . N,(T). 
SO [NGF(P) : C,,(P)] divides I W( T)I. Hence the inertia indes of $J is 
bounded above by 1 W( T)I. Furthermore, [4, Corollary 9.10 in Chap. V] 
implies that the height of any irreducible character is &f is less than or 
equal to h, where h is the largest non-negative integer such that lh < I W( T)I. 
By Remark 3.4 we may assume that the I-part in be,(q) is strictly larger 
than I W( T)I. Proposition 3.3 implies that the I-part in any character degree 
in a power of the I-part in 4e,(q). So, if two irreducible characters have dif- 
ferent I-parts in their degrees, then these I-parts differ at least by the l-part 
of #e,(q), which in turn is strictly larger than I W( T)q. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1.4. 1 
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To close this section, let us give an example of how results carry over to 
groups with a disconnected centre. Suppose we are given any connected 
reductive group G’, defined over IF,, with corresponding Frobenius F, and 
a prime 1 satisfying (1.2) with G replaced by G’. There exists a regular 
embedding (see [ 11, Sect. 7]), G’ E G, of G’ into a connected reductive 
group G over [F,, with a connected centre. Then assumption (1.2) is also 
valid for G. Now suppose that the conclusion of Theorem 1.4 holds for GF, 
i.e., every irreducible character in every Z-block of GF has height 0. If we 
assume that I does not divide the order d of (Z(G’)/Z(G’)‘),, then the 
conclusion of Theorem 1.4 holds for G’F as well. For, by [ll; 7, 
Proposition 2.51, the restriction of an irreducible character x of GF to GfF 
is multiplicity-free and splits up into e(x) irreducible constituents, where 
e(x) is a positive integer dividing d. Hence, by Clifford’s Theorem, every 
irreducible constituent of the restriction of x has degree x(1)/e(~). So, if 1 
does not divide d, then the I-part of the degree of an irreducible constituent 
of the restriction of x is the same as the Z-part of the degree of x. Then the 
result follows by the same arguments as above. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREM~.~ 
Let R 2 Z be a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal J(R) 
containing I, whose field of fractions is a splitting field for all subgroups of 
CF. We fix an element s E S’. Let 0 be the corresponding linear character of 
TF with D in its kernel. For the beginning, let us assume that C,(D) = T. 
This is a somewhat weaker condition than the assumption of Theorem 1.5. 
The existence of a regular element do ED will only be needed for the final 
step of the completion of the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
LEMMA 4.1. Every character in BS lies in a block with defect group D. So 
there exists at least one l-block b, contained in 8,(GF, s) with defect group D 
such that b, n .%3$ # 121. 
Proof Let x E A%??~. By Proposition 3.3, 1 does not divide x( 1). So x must 
lie in a block 6, with defect group D. On the other hand, the definition 
clearly shows that A$ c &,(GF, s). 1 
LEMMA 4.2. Zf s, s’ E S’ are not G*F-conjugate, then b, and b,. are 
distinct. 
Proof: We know that, in this situation, B;(GF, s) and &[(GF, s’) are 
distinct. The result follows from Lemma 4.1. i 
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LEMMA 4.3. The block b, in Lemma 4.1 is uniquely determined. In 
particular, we have gs G b,V. 
ProoJ: By Brauer’s extended first main theorem on blocks (see [8, (9.81, 
(9.141, and (9.16)]) there is a bijective correspondence between l-blocks of 
G’ with defect group I) and N&D)-orbits of defect-0 characters of 
C,F(D)/D. Now we have D c rF c T, so N, ( T)F E N~F( TF) E N,c(D). On 
the other hand, we have T= C,(D) a NG(D), so N~F(D) E NG( T)? So 
N,F(D) = NG( T)“. Write TF= D x S with an r-group S. Then we have 
CGp( D)/D ?Z S. Using the correspondence (1.1 ), we see that N&D)- 
conjugacy of linear characters 0 of S means G*‘-conjugacy of elements 
s E s’. From Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 we conclude that the above bijective corre- 
spondence is given by 0 +-+ s -+ b,. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.4. Let x E b, and wx be the corresponding central charac- 
ter of CF. For z E GF, let C= be the conjugacy class of GF containing z. Then 
”  1 
Ox(c=)= ICW(T).F(~)l )I’E W(T)F 
1 e(w - ‘zw) modulo J(R), 
for any z E TF. If z E GF is not G%onjugate to an element in T’; then 
ox{ 6:) z 0 module J(R). In particular, @ is the canonical character in a 
Brauer correspondent of b, in TF. 
Proof: Since &$ c b,Y, we may assume that XE gX. We can write 
x = C;=, a,R,,,,, +f, where ai E Q, 8, is a linear character of Tr, and f is a 
class function on GF orthogonal to all uniform functions. By [3, Proposi- 
tion 7.5.43, we have E~E~,R,,,~@ StoF= 0:‘. Fix ZE TF. The induction 
formula shows that e:‘(z) = IC,(Z)~I/I TrI I=,. C-n TF0i(z’). In particular, 
we have @c’(z) = 0, if z does not lie in any GF-c&j&ate of Tr. Note also 
that St&z) is, up to a sign, a power of q (see [3, Theorem 6.5.91). 
Now let i > 1 and suppose that z lies is some Gf-conjugate of Tr. Since 
L> E C,(z)” and D is not contained in any GF-conjugate of Tr (otherwise 
C,(D) would be strictly larger than T), it follows that I divides 
IC,(z)‘l/lTfl, and therefore R T,,B,(z) = 0 modulo J(R). Furthermore, we 
haveS(t)=O. So X(z)=a,R,,,O,(z) modulo J(R). 
We know by Proposition 3.3 that x(1) 4 J(R). This also implies that 
a1 $ J(R). By Lemma 4.3, we know that StG~ and 1 (;F do lie in the same 
i-block of GF, since they both appear with non-zero multiplicity in R,,, . 
So we have IC,{ St&z) E IC,I St& 1) modulo J(R). Therefore we obtain 
the following congruences modulo J(R): 
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By (1.1 ), the character 8i corresponds to an element st E T*F, where t E D’. 
Therefore we may assume that 0i = 8 x A with a linear character Iz of D. 
Since every element of l-power order in R is congruent 1 modulo J(R), it 
follows that 0,(z) E 0(z) modulo J(R). 
Let XE GF such that X-~ZXE TF. Then D, XDX-’ are both contained in 
C&z). So there exists YE C,,(z) such that XDX-’ =yDy-r. Hence y-*x E 
N,F(D)=N,(T)~, and (y-‘x))‘zy-‘x=x-“zx. So two GF-conjugate 
elements in TF are already conjugate in W(T)F. It follows that 
c +*E c,n AZ’) = l/~c~(=)F(z)~ c,, w(T)Nw- ‘zw). 
There is an I-block p of C&D) = TF such that b, = pGF is the Brauer 
correspondent of fl (see 18, Sect. 91). If we’ is thxtral character of the 
canonical character 0’ of /I, then wX( c’,) 3 we,( C, n TF) modulo J(R). So 
w,(e,) E 0 modulo J(R), if z does not lie in any GF-conjugate of TF. It also 
follows that 0’ and 8 are conjugate in N&D). 1 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 1.5. We know already that 
g= c b, c &(G”, s). Let x be any irreducible character in &(GF, s) which is 
not in 3$. Then (R =, et) x) = 0, for all linear characters 8, of TF. Writing 
x =CT=, aiRr,,+ +f as in the proof of Proposition 4.4 with a, = 0, we see 
that x(d,) = 0, since T is the only F-stable maximal torus containing do and 
therefore R,, Bi (do) = 0, for all i > 1. So 
w,(d,) = 0. 
On the other hand, we have C w(q~(la,)= (1) and @do)= 1, since do is an 
I-element and @ has D in its kernel. So 
1 
IC wY(~o)l 
c 0(w-l&w)= I W(TfF[ &O modulo J(R). 
NE W(7y 
Proposition 4.4 then emplies that x cannot lie in b,. This completes the 
proof of Theorem 1.5. 1 
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